Gx Glass Note Items
Site Installation Terms
1. Unless explicitly stated, all costs provided are based on our normal hours of working,
07:30 to 17:00 Monday to Friday
a. Our labour costs are based on a continuous full day working
b. Part days cannot be guaranteed to be charged pro-rata
c. We reserve the right to charge for wasted or abortive site visits/site time e.g.
where other trades/companies have not performed as agreed or site not ready
d. We can provide out of hours or weekend working as an extra over
e. Post installation cleaning of glass post is not included in our costs
2. Our costs do not allow for site induction, these will be charged as an extra over if
required.
3. Our estimate is based on information supplied and is subject to the completion of a site
survey, after which we reserve the right to requote.
4. Any variations or additional work to that specified in purchase order will only be carried
out with a written site instruction.
5. Unless explicitly specified, our cost does not include silicone pointing to any joints.
Please note that to avoid contamination by other trades, this is usually carried at the end
of the project by a specialist contractor.
6. Unless otherwise specified our costs are based on ground floor working with easy
access.
a. If work is at higher levels we would expect access to all floors to be provided, and
provision of the correct hoisting equipment.
b. If scaffolding, hop-ups or towers are required, these are to be supplied to our
specification and erected to our requirements by a third party at no cost to
ourselves.
i. Should this provision not be made available, hire and erection and break
down will be charged as an extra over.
7. We only fit to your prepared grounds, this includes (but is not limited to) trims, skirtings,
flat sealed substrate (mdf, ply, plaster etc), fittings, finished floors, ceilings, square &
upright door frames with square corners.
8. For projects which require painted or printed glass, to maintain colour consistency we
require all areas (such as a lift lobby or long runs) to be ready for survey in one visit to
allow us to produce the glass in one production run.
9. Door surrounds & lift surrounds to be vertical & square with a shadow gap to allow glass
to be square up the sides and across the head to achieve “best” joint detail.
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